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&lt;/lyrics&gt;
{{Translation|Japanese}}
==Romanji==
&lt;lyrics&gt;
bodaiju no namiki koete
seiza no hune ga yukuwa
natsuzora no okite no youni
kono ichinen wo watashi wa hitori

omoidasu kono azumaya
anata no ude de matta
otsukisama dokoka orite
sayonara dake ga ukandeitawa

kitto kuru to
anata yobeba
hoshi ga KOTORI

koyoi koyoi harewataru
kyougetsutei de aimashou
hitotsu hitotsu omoide wo
sora ni hanashi kazoemashou

tenkai wa iwai no bishu
hoshi no matsuri ni utau
gekkou wo kunda GURASU
watashi ni dake wa tsumetaku shimiru

tooi kuni de
anata onaji
hikari ni YURARI

koyoi koyoi nigiwai no
kyougetsutei de aimashou
sora ga sora ga mune megake
ochite kowareyuku mae ni

koyoi koyoi koigabuchi
kyougetsutei de aimshou
asu wa asu wa kieteyuku
manatsu no yo no yume deshou
&lt;/lyrics&gt;
||
==Translation==



&lt;lyrics&gt;
I come out of the roadside trees
the constellation of a ship is moving
o summer sky, like a law,
I am alone for this year

I remember the summer house
where i waited with your arms
oh master moon, where am i falling to
as this only goodbye has left

surely, I'll come
if you scream
the stars are a small bird

just for this night, I am refreshed
let's meet in the month where we were together
in the one memory
let's count our spreading space

the heavens are a celebration wine
singing in the festival of the stars
the moonlight had a drink with the glass
just in my direction, let it coldly freeze

in the distant country
you are the same
as you shake in the light

just for this light, in the crowd
let's meet in the month where we were together
the skies aim for my heart
before I fall and break through

just for this night, in the abyss of love,
let's meet in the month where we together
tomorrow is just going to disappear
like how the dream of a midsummer night will
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